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Mesopotamian Clay Cones in the ancient Near East Collections 
of  the Royal Museums of  Art and History
Hendrik Hameeuw
SUMMARY – This article presents a set of  16 clay cones conserved in the Royal Museums of  
Art and History. They entered the ancient Near East collections of  the museum through various pathways since 
the early 20th century. These cones, nails or pegs were once placed in the foundations or walls of  prominent 
Mesopotamian structures. The inscriptions on them testify to the grand building achievements of  the rulers under 
which they were produced. The cones discussed in this publication are dated to the reigns of  Enmetena, Ur-Bau, 
Gudea, Šulgi, Išme-Dagan and Lipit-Eštar (ca. 2400 to 1900 BC). In addition, the importance of  interactive 
images for the unbiased publication of  this type of  three-dimensional inscribed objects is demonstrated using 
the Portable Light Dome system developed by the KU Leuven.
RÉSUMÉ – Cet article présente un ensemble de 16 clous de fondation en argile conservés aux 
Musées royaux d’Art et d’Histoire. Ils sont entrés dans les collections Proche-Orient ancien du musée de diverses 
manières depuis le début du 20e siècle. Ces cônes ou clous étaient jadis placés dans les fondations ou dans les 
murs des structures mésopotamiennes importantes. Les inscriptions qui y figurent témoignent des grandes 
réalisations architecturales des souverains sous les règnes desquels ils furent produits. Les cônes discutés dans 
cette publication datent des règnes d’Enmetena, Ur-Bau, Gudea, Šulgi, Išme-Dagan et Lipit-Eštar (c. 2400-1900 
av. j.-C.). Cet article démontre par ailleurs l’importance de l’utilisation d’images interactives dans la publication 
de ce type d’objets inscrits tridimensionnels, utilisant ici le Portable Light Dome system de la KU Leuven.
SAMENVATTING – Dit artikel presenteert een set van 16 kleistiften die bewaard worden in 
de Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en Geschiedenis. Sinds de vroege jaren 1900 kwamen zij via verschillende 
kanalen terecht in de collecties oude Nabije Oosten van het museum. Dergelijke stiften, nagels of  kegels 
werden geplaatst in de funderingen of  muren van prominente Mesopotamische bouwwerken. De inscripties 
erop getuigen van de grootse bouwactiviteiten door de soevereine bewindslui uit de tijd dat deze kleistiften 
geproduceerd werden. Deze publicatie bespreekt stiften uit de regeerperiodes van Enmetena, Ur-Bau, Šulgi, 
Išme-Dagan en Lipit-Eštar (ca. 2400 tot 1900 v. Chr.). Bovendien, demonstreert deze bijdrage, voor de publicatie 
van dit type driedimensionaal beschreven objecten, het gebruik van interactieve opnames, namelijk deze gemaakt 
met de Portable Light Dome van de KU Leuven.
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INTRODUCTION
Mesopotamian clay cones are conical-shaped objects with one or more columns 
of  text. They are mostly catalogued as royal or votive inscriptions. These cones, nails 
or pegs1 were deposited or inserted into the foundations and/or walls of  structures of  
great importance2. They were not visible to the people, not even to those occupying these 
buildings. The inscriptions were directed towards the gods; an act of  devoutness in which 
a ruler attributes achievements to one or several gods. These acts mostly commemorate the 
construction or restoration of  large buildings or mark territorial and state accomplishments. 
Furthermore, they establish the builder as the righteous ruler at that time and place. They 
conceal a sort of  divine propagandistic objective. Many of  these clay cones have been 
found during legitimate excavations, in and beneath the actual structures their inscriptions 
proclaim to have been built. As such, one can confirm that the main facts addressed in these 
inscriptions are closely related to the constructions in which they are unearthed.
The content of  the inscriptions situates the proclaimed event in the reign of  a 
particular ruler. Similarly, year name formulae are relatively short statements of  achievements 
by a ruler, but not seen as royal inscriptions. These inform on the main achievements of  
the ruler in charge of  the administrations who used them, but are not statements towards 
the gods as they were used, in the open, by the contemporary administrations. In several 
occasions, what was chosen to be mentioned in the royal inscriptions on bricks, foundation 
deposits and cones also appears in the year name formulae of  a particular year. When this 
is the case, a chronological fine-tuning of  the events mentioned in the cone inscriptions is 
possible.
The clay cones from the Royal Museums of  Art and History (RMAH) all come 
from the southern Mesopotamian alluvial plains, and more precisely, from the Lagaš region 
(the cities of  Girsu & Bad-Tibira) for the most part. The latest, the Old Babylonian ones, 
come from the city of  Isin, also in the heartland of  ancient Sumer. They were unearthed 
from the walls and foundations of  temples, temenos walls and gates.
1  In general, the term used in English for this type of  inscribed objects is ‘cones’, in French ‘clou’, in Dutch 
‘stift’ and in German ‘Tonkegel/nagel’. But, within the genre a division can be made: a cone for an inscribed 
headless conical-shaped object; a nail for an inscribed conical-shaped object with head and a peg for an inscribed 
more-or-less conical-shaped object. Throughout this paper, we will use the general term ‘cone’, for all objects.
2  The practice probably derives from a tradition in which nails are driven into the walls of  a house to establish 
a transfer of  ownership (walker 2014, p. 96-97). A group of  late Early Dynastic III ‘domestic’ cones from 
Girsu demonstrates this habit. The text on these cones is not votive or a royal inscription, but concerns a legal 
matter, the sale of  a house. In these inscriptions it is stated: “he fixed its peg (cf. gag) in the wall” (gag.bi e2.gar8.
ra bi2.ru2). That same phrase also occurs on a tablet dealing with the sale of  a house, once again establishing 
a link between pegs/cones/nails and property (cooper 1985, p. 108). In that regard, these inscribed domestic 
cones developed into the widespread practice of  the votive cones, now bearing royal inscriptions instead of  
house sales.
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The inscriptions on the cones are presented here below per ruler, in chronological 
order. The oldest of  the 16 cones dates back to the 25th century BC, the latest to the 20th 
century BC. They were made under the reign of  6 different rulers: Enmetena, Ur-Bau, 
Gudea, Šulgi, Išme-Dagan and Lipit-Eštar (see table 1). For each of  the cones, including 
those with identical inscriptions, a composite image in colour, an automated line drawing of  
all sides, a description of  the object, and a transliteration and translation of  the inscription 
are given, accompanied by basic comments. The inscriptions are all well-known within the 
field of  cuneiform studies. They are established as composite texts, although the different 
copies can present minor variations. The transliterations, translations and comments below 
therefore focus on the particularities and condition of  each of  these museum objects 
in combination with the inscription. Finally, a short background on the contents of  the 
inscriptions and on the provenance of  the cones is given per ruler as introduction to each 
group of  cones.
Museum n° Reign N° below Museum n° Reign N° below
O.0022 Gudea 6 O.4986 Šulgi 10
O.0241 Gudea 7 O.4996 Išme-Dagān 12
O.0510 Gudea 9 O.4997 Išme-Dagān 13
O.0511 Ur-Bau 2 O.4998 Išme-Dagān 14
O.0690 Lipit-Eštar 16 O.4999 Išme-Dagān 15
O.0868 Enmetena 1 O.5000 Gudea 3
O.3586 Gudea 8 O.5001 Gudea 4
O.4786 Išme-Dagān 11 O5002 Gudea 5
Table 1. – Overview of  the cones.
The accompanying composite images with the cones below, have been generated 
with the Portable Light Dome system3. Due to the conical morphology of  this type of  object, 
it has always been a challenge to accurately present the inscriptions fitted onto their curved 
surface on a flat medium. As in many (Assyriological) publications the focus lays mostly on 
the textual source, many authors have chosen to completely separate the inscription from 
the original object. They transform the lines of  inscription into simple horizontal lines, a 
straight column or a curved trapezoidal shaped frame (table 2: A-C), the latter to imitate 
the curved surface of  the cone. In these hand drawings the actual shape of  the cone is only 
exceptionally visualized as well (for two exception see table 2: D-E), even though it is always 
preferable to take the whole object into account when publishing an inscribed artefact.
3  Hameeuw & willemS 2011.
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A. AO 11927: Hand copy of  the inscription 
only on a Gudea cone, without any 
framework.
(After de Genouillac 1936, pl. XLVII).
B. Ashm 1967-1502: Hand copy of  the 
inscription only on an Enmetena cone, 
arranged in straight columns.
(After GréGoire 1981, pl. 1, n° 2).
C. KVM 32.1209: Hand copy of  the 
inscription only on a Gudea cone, arranged 
in a circularly curved trapezoidal shaped 
frame.
(After Seri 2007, pl. 1, n° 2).
D. A 01129: Hand copy of  a Gudea cone, 
unwrapped, taking into account the shape 
of  the original cone.
(After luckenBill 1930, p. 11, n° 34).
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E. Manchester 67: Hand copy of  a 
Gudea cone, depicting its basic shape in 
combination with its inscription.
(After toHru 1982, p. 14, n° 9).
F. O.0868 (cone 1): Single picture of  an 
Enmetena cone (SpeleerS 1936, p. 19, 
fig. 20).
(© KMKG-MRAH).
G. O.0241 (cone 7): Cone scanned by & 
presented in the CDLI online database as 
P222951.
(© CDLI & KMKG-MRAH).
H. Ashm 1929-0777: Inscription only 
on a Gudea cone, scanned & processed 
via PTGui, presented in the CDLI online 
database as P232379.
(© CDLI & Klaus Wagensonner).
Table 2. – Different ways to represent cones and their inscriptions.
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The most straightforward way of  imaging these objects for a 2D medium is to 
photograph or scan the cones from different sides and publish a compilation of  these 
views to cover all of  the inscribed surfaces in one image (table 2: G, this in contrast to the 
example of  the practice in table 2: F, in which only one side is published). Recently, such 
data-sets have also been processed towards a kind of  photographic unwrapped image, again 
by focusing on the inscription only (table 2: H).
For the RMAH cones, we have chosen to publish views of  all six theoretical sides 
(obverse, left edge, right edge, upper edge, lower edge, reverse) and to combine this with 
an automated line drawing, calculated and based on the image data-sets of  the Portable 
Light Dome system. The catch in this approach are the edges. Photographs and scans have 
difficulties covering all of  the details on rounded edges; an issue most present in the 
visualization of  cones. Therefore the choice has often been made to turn cones only 10-30° 
per different picture, resulting in a compilation of  a larger number of  views (table 2: G). 
This challenge is also overcome with the option offered with the Portable Light Dome system, 
as demonstrated in this publication, by adding an automated objective line drawing alongside 
the color images. In the color images every pixel receives a color value; if  that value is very 
similar to the pixels around, such zones on a particular image are difficult to interpret. In 
the images of  the automated line drawings, a greyscale value is given to every pixel based 
on the abruptness of  changes in orientation of  that pixel in regards to the pixels around 
(such calculations are possible thanks to the high end data concealed in the Portable Light Dome 
images). As such, the latter visualizes the recorded surface differently compared to normal 
raster images. They therefore accentuate details in the edge zones much more clearly and 
can limit the number of  visualised sides to the theoretical six, to permit a full publication 
of  the entire object’s surface.
enmetena/entemena of laGaŠ
Enmetena ruled a territorially expanded city state centred in Lagaš. Important 
places such as Bad-Tabira (modern Tell al-Madineh), Larsa (Tell as-Senkereh) and even Uruk 
(Warka) seem to have been under his influence, at least for a certain amount of  time. He was 
the fifth ruler of  the Lagaš I or Urnanše dynasty (ca. 2500-2271 BC). The inscription on 
cone O.0868 presents three interesting features. First, the construction/elaboration of  the 
Emuš (e2.muš3)4, a temple dedicated to the gods Inanna and Lugal-Emuš at the city of  Bab-
tibira. Secondly, the inscription has an exceptional passage in line 8, possibly emphasizing 
the commissioning by Enmetena of  the very clay cones on which this inscription is written. 
4  See GeorGe 1993, p. 129: 829 & raGaVan 2010, § 3.1.2.
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Thus, thanks to this passage, the production and installation of  clay cones is explicitly 
situated within the context of  temple building activities. And thirdly, in the last part of  
the inscription (lines 13-18), a brotherhood (nam.šeš) between Enmetena of  Lagaš and 
Lugalkinešdudu of  Uruk is mentioned, probably the first diplomatic act documented 
between two states of  equal prominence. The cone was reported to be found at a place 
called “Médaïn”5, today identified as Tell al-Madineh, ancient Bad-Tibira, the established 
localisation of  the Emuš temple mentioned in the inscription on the cone6.
1. O.0868
Period: 1st Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2500-2271 BC – Entemena, ca. 2400 BC.
Provenance: Bad-Tibira (modern Tell al-Madineh).
Measurements: 55 x 53 x 230 mm.
Type: Long thin nail, blunt tip, with a small shaped convex head, towards which the rim overflows 
from the nail to the broader head, two columns of  inscriptions.
Condition: Intact, sound integrity, the signs are legible, although not sharply incised.
Publications: de Genouillac 1930; SpeleerS 1936, p. 19-21; SteiBle 1982, Teil I, p. 260: Ent. 45-
73, F.; GuBel & oVerlaet 2007, p. 68, n° 42; GuBel 2012; frayne 2008, p. 200-202 
(RIME 1.9.5.3).
Column 1
1. dinanna.ra For Inanna
2. dlugal./e2.muš3.ra (and) for Lugal-Emuš,
3. en.mete.na Enmetena
4. ensi2 the ruler
5. lagaš/ki.ke4 of  Lagaš
6. e2.muš3 e2 / ki.ag2.ga2./ne.ne the Emuš, their beloved temple,
7. mu.ne./du3 he built for them,
8. KIB mu./na.du11 he ordered clay nails
? for them.
Column 2
9. en.mete.na Enmetena,
10. lu2 e2./muš3 du3.a the man who built the Emuš,
11. dingir.ra.ni his (personal) god is
12. dšul-utul12 Šulutul.
5  While searching for the finding spot of  this object, a ‘Médaïn’ northeast of  Telloh was investigated in 1930 
(GHirSHman 1936). It however became evident, as suggested at the time (de Genouillac 1930, p. 218), that the 
place of  provenance should be located southeast of  Tell jokha, in-between Larsa (modern Tell as-Senkereh) and 
Šatrah, modern Tell al-Madineh or ancient Bad-Tabira (crawford 1960). In fact, among some other findings, it 
was the discovery of  O.0868 which played a particular role in the identification of  this city.
6  GuBel & oVerlaet 2007, p. 68, n° 42 and GuBel 2012 confused this Médaïn/Tell al-Madineh with the 
Mada’in region near Ctesiphon.
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Cone 1. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.0868
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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13. u4.ba en./mete.na At that time, Enmetena
14. ensi2 the ruler
15. lagaš/ki of  Lagaš,
16. lugal.ki./ne2.eš2.du7./du7 and Lugalkinešdudu
17. ensi2 the ruler
18. unuki nam.ak of  Uruk, the thing (brotherhood) was
established.
Comments:
Line 2: On the troubling identification of  the deity Lugal-Emuš as Dumuzi in the Lagaš I 
era, see koBayaSHi 1983.
Line 3: en.mete.ne = en.te+me.na; as the name in the Early Dynastic III inscriptions is 
written te+me, the name of  this city ruler has been traditionally read “Entemena” and 
appears as such in most modern literature. But, as often in archaic Sumerian orthography, 
the order of  the signs does not necessarily reflect the actual order of  reading: later Old-
Akkadian sources spell the name as “me-te”7.
Line 4: ensi2 = pa.te.si; as an old title (“chief  of  the plowland”), an exact translation differs 
through time and place. During the Old Akkadian and Ur III periods the ensi’s are the 
governors under the kings (lugal) at the Agade and Ur III states respectively. At Lagaš 
– which functions as an independent city state during the Early Dynastic III and Gudea
era – the ensi acts as the highest title taken by the state ruler.
Line 5: lagaški = šir.bur.laki; the Lagaš state primarily consisted of  the city of  Lagaš (modern 
Tell al-Hiba), the smaller Nina-Sirara (modern Zurghul) and the religious centre Girsu 
(modern Tello)8.
Line 8: The interpretation of  this line remains problematic, in particular the reading and 
function of  KIB in relation to the verb du119. Based on its appearance on this type 
of  object and a palaeographic resemblance it is suggested to interpret this sign in this 
context as “clay-nail”. As such E. Sollberger & J. R. Kuper10 translated this line in their 
IC7h as “(et) ordonna (de planter) pour eux (ces) clous (dans les murs du temple)”, 
H. Steible11 as “(und) hat ihnen (=Inanna und Lugalemuš) gegenüber “Diese Tonnägel 
(gehören ans Emuš) !” erklärt”, J. S. Cooper12 and D. E. Frayne13 as “and ordered (these) 
clay nails? for them”. But unfortunately, no solid philological explanation can be given 
for such an interpretation.
Line 12: utul12 = MUŠxPA, as such the deity can also be translated as Šul-MUŠxPA. On 
7  alSter 1974; SteiBle 1982, Teil II, p. 106: 1.
8  HuH 2008, p. 1-21.
9  Hallo 1958, p. 215, note 28.
10  SollBerGer & kuper 1971, p. 70.
11  SteiBle 1982, Teil I, p. 260-264 (Ent. 45-73).
12  cooper 1986, p. 58 (La 5.3).
13  frayne 2008, p. 202 (RIME 1.9.5.3).
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representations, including as foundation statuettes, of  this personal god Šulutul see 
koBayaSHi 1988.
Line 18: Based on this copy, the meaning of  this passage cannot be understood. Probably 
due to a lack of  space, the common formula in this standard inscription was shortened. 
The parallels give in two lines, 18-19: unuki.bi nam.šeš e.ak or “(Enmetena the ruler 
of  Lagaš and Lugalkinešdudu the ruler) of  Uruk established a brotherhood”. This 
brotherhood, commonly seen as one of  the oldest examples of  a peace agreement, must 
be seen in the context of  the decline of  the Lagaš I territorial realm, in which Uruk is 
no longer subject to Lagaš, but is recognized as an equal in front of  the gods of  Lagaš14.
ur-Bau of laGaŠ
With the decline of  the Old Akkadian empire, the city-state of  Lagaš regained full 
control of  its own region, a period known as the 2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš (ca. 2260-2110 BC). 
Although a precise line of  succession of  rulers (ensi’s) at Lagaš is hard to establish, it is 
certain that Ur-Bau, whose daughter married Gudea, preceded this famous king15. A set of  
royal inscriptions, year names and statues give an insight into the activities undertaken by 
Ur-Bau.
The cone here below (O.0511) bears one of  the standard royal inscriptions from 
Ur-Bau’s ‘ensi-ship’ in Lagaš and addresses two interesting particularities. First, it mentions 
Ur-Bau has built/restored the temple of  Ningirsu (the e2.ninnu.anzu
mušen.babbar2), an effort 
made by many rulers since Mesalim of  Kiš and Ur-Nanše of  Lagaš (both ca. 2500 BC) at 
the city of  Girsu16. For Ur-Bau himself, this commissioning was a grand act and probably 
symbolized the re-acquired independence and self-determination of  Lagaš after the Old 
Akkadian domination. On the largest of  the royal inscriptions we have of  Ur-Bau, a 
composite inscription on a statue representing himself17, the main activity addressed is again 
the construction/restauration of  this Ningirsu temple at Girsu. His successor, Gudea, will 
in turn abundantly claim the same act in his royal inscriptions (see next section below).
A second element of  interest in the inscription on the cone is the passage which 
defines Ur-Bau as “the son born of  the goddess Ninagala”. This small passage must probably 
be seen in the context of  the asymmetric sequence of  successions within the Lagaš II line 
of  rulers of  which Ur-Bau stands at the beginning of  one such elite kin group18. He does 
not link his ensi-ship to the rule of  previous ensi’s of  Lagaš (an inherited lineage) but 
14  altman 2012, p. 4, note 16.
15  edzard 1997, p. 3; Suter 2000, p. 15-16; micHalowSki 2013.
16  GeorGe 1993, p. 134: 897-898.
17  edzard 1997, p. 18-19 (RIME 3/1.1.6.5).
18  micHalowSki 2013, p. 193-194.
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instead, ties his position of  power to a divine grace. This goddess Ninagala19 is quite rare, 
and in fact, receives her most prominent role during Ur-Bau’s reign. On the aforementioned 
large composite inscription20, Ninagala is even described as “his goddess” (dingir.ra.ni). In 
that same passage, and in one of  his year names (mu e2-
dnin.a2.gal ba.du3.a), Ur-Bau declares 
he built Ninagala a temple21.
As is true for the reasoning behind the provenancing of  the Gudea cones (see 
below) that mention the restauration of  the Eninnu temple in Girsu, O.0511 was most 
probably placed in a wall of  that temple, in the framework of  Ur-Bau’s building and 
restauration works.
2. O.0511
Period:   2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2260-2110 BC – Ur-Bau, ca. 2157-2144 BC.
Provenance:  Girsu (Eninnu temple of  Ningirsu).
Measurements: 40 x 40 x 115 mm.
Type:  Average nail, blunt tip, head lost, inscription organized in two columns.
Condition: Fragmented, the head and the first sign of  all the lines of  column 1 are lost, sound integrity, 
the surviving signs are legible and sharply incised.
Publications: SpeleerS 1925, p. 2, n° 12; SpeleerS 1936, p. 18-20; SteiBle 1991, Teil I, p. 144 (Urbaba 6); 
GuBel & oVerlaet 2007, p. 76, n° 60; edzard 1997, p. 17-18 (RIME 3/1.1.6.4).
Column 1
1. [dnin].gir2.su    (For) Ningirsu,
2. [ur.sag] kal.ga    the mighty warrior
3. [den].˹lil2˺.la2.ra    of  Enlil,
4. [ur.d]ba.u2    Ur-Bau,
5. ˹ensi2˺     the ruler
6. ˹lagaški˺    of  Lagaš,
7. [dumu] ˹tu˺.da    the son born
8. [dnin].a2.gal./[ka].ke4   of  Ninagala,
Column 2
9. nig2.du7.e pa mu./na.e3    he made appear the everlasting (thing):
10. e2.ninnu.
dim./    his Eninnu temple
  dugudmušen.babbar2.ra.ni   with the White Anzû-bird(s),
11. mu.na.du3    he built for him
12. ki.be2 mu.na.gi4    and restored for him.
19  caViGneaux & kreBernik 2001.
20  edzard 1997, p. 18-19 (RIME 3/1.1.6.5).
21  GeorGe 1993, p. 167: 1368.
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Cone 2. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.0511
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Comments:
Line 4: ur.dba.u2 is also read as ur.
dba.ba6, so Ur-Baba instead of  Ur-Bau.
Line 5: ˹ensi2˺ = [pa.te].si; see comment O.0868: line 4.
Line 6: ˹lagaš˺ki = [šir.bur].laki; see comment O.0868: line 5.
Line 7-8: dumu tu.da dnin.a2.gal.ka.ke4: “das leibliche Kind, der Nin-A2.GAL”22; “child born 
of  Nin-agala”23.
Line 10: dim./dugudmušen = anzu2, see comment O.5000: line 8.
Line 10-11: see comments O.5000: line 8-9.
Gudea of laGaŠ
The number of  cones attested from the reign of  Gudea of  Lagaš (ca. 2144-
2124 BC), sun-in-law of  Ur-Bau, is among the largest known of  this type of  object24. This 
abundance is particularly true in regards to the specific group to which the homogeneous 
group of  six cones listed below belongs25. Beside this group of  six cones, O.0510 bears 
another inscription. In the inscription on the large group of  six (nrs. 3-8) Gudea dedicates 
the building of  a temple to the god Ningirsu (aslo known as Ninurta). The temple was 
ornamented with (an) emblem(s) of  the white/brilliant Anzu, the lion headed eagle, also 
known as the “Thunderbird”.
Based on the inscription it can be suggested that the cones come from Tello 
(ancient Girsu), the religious centre of  the Lagaš state. A temple of  Ningirsu is known from 
this city – the e2.ninnu or e2.ninnu.anzu
mušen.babbar226 – and has provided a large number of  
inscribed bricks, stones, tablets and clay cones with the same inscription. But unfortunately, 
according to its French excavators, this type of  material was found in other places all over 
Girsu as well27. In fact, the importance of  this building activity within Gudea’s reign was of  
such significance, his year names 8 to 10 commemorate this event also. Partly because of  
this, and to post-building actions, as well as because of  wrongfully provenanced findings 
by modern antiquity dealers and scholars, there are also places other than Girsu reported 
to have generated this type of  Gudea cones (i.e. Adab and the modern Madā’in region/
Medain28). Thus, an absolute certainty on the precise location of  these clay nails cannot be 
22  SteiBle 1991, p. 135.
23  edzard 1997, p. 17-18 (RIME 3/1.1.6.4).
24  Suter 2000, p. 31-32.
25  edzard 1997, p. 135; the CDLI online database counts 1363 known examples, consultation September 2014.
26  GeorGe 1993, p. 134: 897-898.
27  Suter 2000, p. 32.
28  See edzard 1997, p. 135 & SteiBle 1991, Teil I, p. 305-309. This Madā’in/Medain gives once again – see also 
note 6 – the common confusion. edzard 1997, p. 109 mentions Madā’in, whereas SteiBle 1991, Teil I, p. 308, 
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established, but the Ningirsu temple at Girsu is the most likely.
In complete contrast to this abundant group of  the “Eninnu-cones” of  Gudea, 
O.0510 (nr. 9) is part of  a series of  nails for which there are only a much smaller number 
of  copies known29. The inscription mentions the construction of  a “Temple of  the Pure 
City” for the goddess Bau, the consort of  Ningirsu30, a sanctuary built in the temple district 
at Girsu31. This part of  the town, the Urukug (Irikug), was made up of  gates, walls, squares 
and all kinds of  sanctuaries ranging from actual temples to small chapels and stelae; it was 
the religious hart of  the Lagaš II state. This e2 iri.ku3.ga was most probably another name 
for the e2 ta.sir2.sir2, the more generally used name for the temple of  Bau at Girsu. A known 
epithet for that temple is e2.he2.du7 iri.ku3.ga (“House of  Abundance in Urukug”)32. As 
such, the provenance of  O.0510 is most probably this temple quarter at Girsu. C. E. Suter33 
counted 20 such cones at Tello (Girsu), 1 at al-Hiba (city of  Lagaš) and 6 with an unknown 
provenance.
3. O.5000
Period: 2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2260-2110 BC – Gudea, ca. 2144-2124 BC.
Provenance: Girsu (Eninnu temple of  Ningirsu).
Measurements: 52 x 52 x 111 mm.
Type: Short thick nail, blunt tip, with a small but still pronounced convex head.
Condition: Damaged, one side is broken off  from the head of  the nail onwards, sound integrity, an 
encrusted calcium layer remains on top of  some signs, the signs are sharp and those which 
are preserved are legible.
Publication: edzard 1997, p. 135-136 (RIME 3/1.1.7.37).
1. d˹nin.gir2˺.su (For) Ningirsu
2. ur.˹sag˺ kal.ga the mighty warrior
3. [d]˹en˺.lil2.la2.ra of  Enlil,
4. [gu3].de2.a Gudea
5. ˹ensi2˺ the ruler
6. ˹lagaš˺ki.ke4 of  Lagaš,
7. [nig2.du7].˹e˺ pa mu.na./˹e3˺ he made appear the everlasting (thing):
8. ˹e2˺.ninnu.anzu2/
mušen.babbar2.ra.ni his Eninnu temple with the White Anzû-
      bird(s),
gives for Gudea 48: FF Medain as Herkunft. Most probably the obvious non-Girsu provenance for that cone is 
Médaïn/Tell al-Madineh.
29  edzard 1997, p. 109 (RIME 3/1.1.7.3); Suter 2000, p. 296.
30  GeorGe 1993, p. 157: 1198, see also p. 148-149: 1085.
31  Selz 1995, p. 5-6 & Suter 2000, p. 22.
32  GeorGe 1993, p. 148-149: 1085.
33  Suter 2000, p. 296.
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Cone 3. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.5000
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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9. mu.na.du3 he built for him,
10. ki.be2 mu.na.gi4 he restored for him.
Comments:
Line 5: ˹ensi2˺ = [pa].˹te˺.si; see comment O.0868: line 4.
Line 6: ˹lagaš˺ki = [šir].˹bur˺.laki; see comment O.0868: line 5.
Line 8: anzu2 = 
dim.dugud; Anzû (Akkadian) or Imdugud (Sumerian) is the mythical giant 
bird; a vulture/eagle alike fabulous creature with a lion’s head. It appears in several old 
myths and already had a kind of  heraldic status by the time of  Gudea34; it is also often 
referred to as the “Thunderbird”.
Line 8-9: for e2.ninnu.anzu2
mušen.babbar2.(ra.ni) mu.na.du3 an exact interpretation changes 
according to the translator. Ninnu is written by 5 winkelhaken, so ‘50’. This opens the 
possibility of  both “House of  Fifty White Anzû-birds”35 or “(seinen) temple – Weißer 
Anzû – gebaut”36. A slightly different interpretation can be given in the light of  the verb 
du3: “His Eninnu-bright-Bird built him”37.
4. O.5001
Period: 2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2260-2110 BC – Gudea, ca. 2144-2124 BC.
Provenance: Girsu (Eninnu temple of  Ningirsu).
Measurements: 51 x 51 x 108 mm.
Type: Short thick nail, blunt tip, with a small but still pronounced convex head, on which a small 
rim flattens towards the top.
Condition: Intact, sound integrity, only a few small damages, the signs are sharp and legible.
Publication: edzard 1997, p. 135-136 (RIME 3/1.1.7.37).
1. dnin.gir2.su (For) Ningirsu
2. ur.sag kal.ga mighty warrior
3. den.lil2.la2.ra of  Enlil,
4. gu3.de2.a Gudea
5. ensi2 the ruler
6. lagaški.ke4 of  Lagaš,
7. nig2.du7.e pa mu./na.e3 he made appear the everlasting (thing):
8. e2.ninnu.anzu2/
mušen.babbar2.ra.ni his Eninnu temple with the White Anzû-
      bird(s),
9. mu.na.du3 he built for him,
10. ki.be2 mu.na.gi4 he restored for him.
34  Black & Green 1992, p. 107.
35  GeorGe 1993, p. 134: 897.
36  SteiBle 1991, p. 303.
37  zamudio 2006, p. 74; For a further discussion see also edzard 1997, p. 4-5.
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Cone 4. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.5001
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Comments: see O.5000.
5. O.5002
Period: 2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2260-2110 BC – Gudea, ca. 2144-2124 BC.
Provenance: Girsu (Eninnu temple of  Ningirsu).
Measurements: 48 x 48 x 127 mm.
Type: Average nail, pointy tip, with a standard sized well pronounced convex head, two columns 
of  inscriptions.
Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, small damage to the head, one line (7) is covered by the 
remains of  an encrusted calcium layer, in general the signs are sharp and legible.
Publication: edzard 1997, p. 135-136 (RIME 3/1.1.7.37).
Column 1
1. dnin.gir2.su (For) Ningirsu
2. ur.sag kal.ga mighty warrior
3. den.lil2.la2.ra of  Enlil,
4. gu3.de2.a Gudea
5. ensi2 the ruler
6. lagaški.ke4 of  Lagaš,
7. nig2.˹du7˺.e pa ˹mu./na.e3˺ he made appear the everlasting (thing):
8. e2.ninnu.
dim./ his Eninnu temple with the
dugud mušen.babbar2.ra.ni White Anzû-bird(s),
Column 2
9. mu.na.du3 he built for him,
10. ki.be2 mu./na.gi4 he restored for him.
Comments: see also O.5000.
Line 8: dim.dugud = anzu2; with a split of  the bird creature’s name in between “im” and 
“dugud”.
6. O.0022
Period: 2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2260-2110 BC – Gudea, ca. 2144-2124 BC.
Provenance: Girsu (Eninnu temple of  Ningirsu).
Measurements: 46 x 41 x 120 mm.
Type: Average nail, blunt tip, with a standard pronounced convex head, on which an additional 
rim caps the top, two columns of  inscriptions.
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Cone 5. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.5002
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Cone 6. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.0022
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, damage to the head, some pieces were restored back in 
place, in general the signs are sharp and legible.
Publication: SpeleerS 1925, p. 2, n° 9; SpeleerS 1936, p. 18-19; SteiBle 1991, Teil I, p. 304-311 
(Gudea 48); teHeux 2005, p. 34, n° 35; GuBel & oVerlaet 2007, p. 76, n° 63; edzard 
1997, p. 135-136 (RIME 3/1.1.7.37).
Column 1
1. ˹dnin˺.gir2.su (For) Ningirsu
2. ur.sag kal.ga mighty warrior
3. den.lil2.la2.ra of  Enlil,
4. gu3.de2.a Gudea
5. ensi2 the ruler
6. lagaški.ke4 of  Lagaš,
7. nig2.˹du7˺.e pa mu.na./e3 he made appear the everlasting (thing):
8. e2.ninnu.anzu2/
mušen.babbar2.ra.ni his Eninnu temple with the White Anzû-
      bird(s),
Column 2
9. mu.na.du3 he built for him,
10. ki.be2 mu./gi4 he restored for him.
Comments: see also O.5000.
Line 10: mu.gi4 instead of  mu.na.gi438.
7. O.0241
Period:  2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2260-2110 BC – Gudea, ca. 2144-2124 BC.
Provenance: Girsu (Eninnu temple of  Ningirsu).
Measurements: 54 x 55 x 119 mm.
Type: Average nail, pointy tip, with a standard sized well pronounced convex head, two columns 
of  inscriptions.
Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, small repaired damage to the head and the point, start of  
lines 2-4 are lost, in general the signs have slightly faded.
Publication: SpeleerS 1925, p. 2, n° 8; SpeleerS 1936, p. 18-19; SteiBle 1991, Teil I, p. 304-311 
(Gudea 48); edzard 1997, p. 135-136 (RIME 3/1.1.7.37).
Column 1
1. dnin.gir2.su (For) Ningirsu
2. ˹ur˺.sag kal.ga mighty warrior
3. [den].lil2.la2.ra of  Enlil,
38  For parallels see SteiBle 1991, Teil I, p. 310-311 (Gudea 48).
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Cone 7. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.0241
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Cone 8. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.3586
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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4. ˹gu3˺.de2.a Gudea
5. ensi2 the ruler
6. lagaški.ke4 of  Lagaš,
7. ˹nig2˺.du7.e pa mu.na./e3 he made appear the everlasting (thing):
8. e2.ninnu.anzu2/
˹mušen˺.babbar2.ra.ni his Eninnu temple with the White Anzû-
      bird(s),
Column 2
9. mu.na.du3 he built for him,
10. ki.be2 mu.na/gi4 he restored for him.
Comments: see O.5000.
8. O.3586
Period:  2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2260-2110 BC – Gudea, ca. 2144-2124 BC.
Provenance: Girsu (Eninnu temple of  Ningirsu).
Measurements: 51 x 47 x 70 mm.
Type: Fragmentary average nail, tip lost, with a standard sized well pronounced convex head, 
most probably originally two columns of  inscriptions.
Condition: Seriously damaged, sound integrity, the head is damaged at several places, the entire tip is 
lost, from the end of  the first column of  the inscription onwards, in general the signs are 
sharp, but appear to be made sloppily and carelessly.
Publication: edzard 1997, p. 135-136 (RIME 3/1.1.7.37).
Column 1
1. ˹d˺nin.gir2.˹su˺ (For) Ningirsu
2. ur.sag kal.˹ga˺ mighty warrior
3. den.lil2.la2.˹ra˺ of  Enlil,
4. gu3.de2.[a] Gudea
5. ˹ensi2˺ the ruler
6. lagaški.˹ke4˺ of  Lagaš,
7. nig2.du7.e pa ˹mu˺./na.˹e3˺ he made appear the everlasting (thing):
8. ˹e2˺.ninnu.˹anzu2˺/ his Eninnu temple with the White Anzû-
˹mušen˺.babbar2.ra.ni bird(s),
Column 2
9. [mu.na.du3] he built for him,
10. [ki.be2 mu.na/gi4] he restored for him.
Comments: see O.5000.
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9. O.0510
Period: 2nd Dynasty of  Lagaš, ca. 2260-2110 BC – Gudea, ca. 2144-2124 BC.
Provenance: Girsu (E-irikuga, temple of  Bau).
Measurements: 59 x 59 x 80 mm.
Type: Fragmentized average nail, tip unknown, with a standard pronounced convex head, off  
which an additional rim caps the top, the inscription is arranged in one column.
Condition: Seriously damaged, although most of  the inscription is intact, sound integrity, the head is 
damaged in several places, the entire tip is lost, in general the signs are sharp and legible.
Publication: SpeleerS 1925, p. 2, n° 10; SpeleerS 1936, p. 18-19; SteiBle 1991, Teil I, p. 260-261 
(Gudea 7); edzard 1997, p. 109 (RIME 3/1.1.7.3).
1. dba.u2 (For) Bau,
2. munus sa6.ga the beautiful woman,
3. dumu an.na the daughter of  An,
4. nin.a.ni his lady,
5. gu3.de2.a Gudea,
6. ensi2 the ruler
7. lagaški.ke4 of  Lagaš,
8. e2 iri.ku3.ga./ka.ni her ‘Temple of  the Pure City-quarter‘
9. mu.na.du3 he built for her.
Comments: 
Line 6-7: see comments O.0868, lines 4-5.
Line 8: this iri(or uru).ku3.ga is a city quarter at Girsu39; other connotations/translations are 
Holy City, Shining City or Sacred Quarter. The sanctuary e2 iri.ku3.ga, is a by-name of  
the e2 tar.sir2.sir2 of  Bau at Girsu40.
ŠULGI OF UR
Šulgi’s reign of  46 years stands in the middle of  the Ur III period (ca. 2112-2004 BC). 
Under his predecessor, Ur-Nammu, the centre of  territorial power in Mesopotamia shifted 
to Ur (modern Tell el-Muqayyar); throughout most of  this era, this dynasty dominated 
all of  southern Mesopotamia and a large region to the northwest lay within its sphere of  
influence. The inscription on the cone below (O.4986) testifies to one of  the many building 
and restauration activities which were commissioned and completed during the reign of  
39  Selz 1995, p. 5-6.
40  GeorGe 1993, p. 148: 1085 & p. 157: 1198.
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Cone 9. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.0510
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Cone 10. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.4986
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Šulgi. In this case, he claims to have built a temple for Nanše, i.e. the Ešeššešgara. This act 
was an expansion or remodeling of  the complex of  an already known temple which was 
built by Ur-Nanše of  Lagaš at Girsu, some four centuries earlier41. Among the excavated 
examples of  these cones, one was enigmatically excavated at Uruk (modern Warka); seven 
others were found at Girsu42.
10. O.4986
Period:  3rd Dynasty of  Ur, ca. 2112–2004 BC – Šulgi, ca. 2093-2046 BC.
Provenance: Girsu (temple of  Nanše).
Measurements: 60 x 58 x 170 mm.
Type: Large nail, blunt tip, with a small convex head, the inscription goes all around the upper 
part of  the nail.
Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, in general the signs are sharp and legible.
Publication: frayne 1997, p. 119-120 (RIME 3/2.1.2.10).
1. dnanše (For) Nanše,
2. nin in.dub.ba the lady of  the boundary,
3. nin.a.ni his lady,
4. šul.gi Šulgi,
5. nita kal.ga the mighty man,
6. lugal uri5/
ki.ma.ke4 the king of  Ur,
7. e2 šeš.šeš.gar.ra./ka.ni her temple Ešeššešgara,
8. mu.na.du3 he built for her.
Comments:
Line 2: “Lady of  the in.dub.ba” is one of  the epithets for the goddess Nanše attested from 
Gudea till Šulgi43. The term in.dub.ba is translated in several ways, all within the context 
of  ‘border, demarcation’: “Aufschüttung”44, “abgegrenztes Gebiet”45, “delimited area”46, 
“boundary marker”47 or “boundary”48. It was under Gudea that Nanše received this 
epithet as protector of  the borders between cities, in his effort to restore them after the 
fall of  the Old Akkadian empire.
Line 7: e2 šeš.šeš.gar.ra = “the house established by the brothers”49.
41  GeorGe 1993, p. 146: 1047.
42  pederSén 1992, p. 9, n° 5; frayne 1997, 120 (RIME 3/2.1.2.10).
43  Heimpel 1998, p. 154.
44  SjöBerG 1970, p. 81.
45  SteiBle 1991, Teil II, p. 35; SjöBerG 1970, p. 79.
46  pederSén 1992, p. 11.
47  Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative: Composite n° Q000964.
48  ricHardSon 2007, p. 23.
49  GeorGe 1993, p. 146: 1047.
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IŠME-DAGĀN OF ISIN
With the collapse of  the Ur III dynasty, it was the territorial city-state of  Isin 
which emerged as most prominent. Išme-Dagān was the fourth member of  the dynasty and 
controlled most of  lower Mesopotamia throughout his reign. Below, five cones with the 
same inscription are shown. They deal with the construction of  a (temenos) wall of  the Gula 
temple (e2.gal.mah50) at Isin (modern Ishan al-Bahriyat). Parts of  this wall were excavated 
in the 1970-80’s51, revealing many nails bearing the same inscription as the ones below 
(nrs. 11-15). Although the construction of  such a wall must have been a considerable effort, 
this achievement is not mentioned in any of  the year names of  Išme-Dagān. Lines 5-9 
informs on the kings reforms, most probably at the beginning of  his reign52, in which he 
grants favours to the city of  Nippur, the most important religious centre of  Mesopotamia. 
By cancelling the tribute and corvée duties for the citizens of  that prominent city, crucial in 
regard to the heritage of  Sumerian ideology, Išme-Dagān establishes himself  as a reasonable, 
righteous ruler, in control of  his empire.
11. O.4786
Period:  1st Dynasty of  Isin, ca. 2017–1793 BC – Išme-Dagān, ca. 1955–1937 BC.
Provenance: Isin (temenos wall of  Gula temple).
Measurements: 52 x 52 x 160 mm.
Type: Large nail, blunt tip, without head, the inscription covers only a part of  the surface, 
organised in two columns.
Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, small damages to the tip, in general the signs are sharp and 
legible.
Publication: GuBel & oVerlaet 2007, p. 84, n° 73; frayne 1990, p. 31-32 (RIME 4.1.4.5).
Column 1
1. diš-me-dda-gan Išme-Dagān,
2. nita kal.ga the mighty man,
3. lugal i.si.in/ki.na the king of  Isin,
4. lugal an ub.da / limmu2.ba.ke4 and the king of  the four world quarters,
5. u4 en.lil2
ki when Nippur,
6. iri ki.ag2 / 
den.lil2.la2 the beloved city of  Enlil
7. gu2.bi / mu.un.du8 (from) its tribute he cancelled
50  GeorGe 1993, p. 88: 318.
51  edzard & wilcke 1977, p. 87; walker & wilcke 1981, p. 93; wilcke 1987, p. 113-114; kreBernik 1992, 
p. 109 & 112.
52  frayne 1990, p. 33 (RIME 4.1.4.6).
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Cone 11. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.4786
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Column 2
8. erin2.bi kaskal.ta and its men from military service
9. ba.ra.an.zi.ga.a he relieved.
10. bad3 gal The great wall
11. i3.si.in
ki.na of  Isin
12. mu.un.du3 he built.
13. bad3.ba This wall:
14. diš-me-dda-gan / den.lil2.da “Išme-Dagan through Enlil
 / a2 an.gal has achieved great power”,
15. mu.bi.im is its name.
Comments:
The standard composition of  this inscription identifies 18 lines, but – at least according 
to the subdivisions made on the cones of  this type in this contribution – the presence or 
absence of  horizontal strokes in the columns, whether or not intentional, clusters some 
lines. Furthermore, these subdivisions are not always the same in the different copies: see for 
example lines 8-9 with division on O.4786 and line 8 without horizontal stroke on O.4996. 
Another curiosity in this context are lines 12-13 on O.4996 vs lines 14-15 on O.4998. On 
O.4998 the second section of  line 14 ”den.lil2.da” seems to be written partly on top of  a 
horizontal stroke and “a2 an.gal” in line 15 – below a horizontal stroke – is aligned to the 
right and so does not start as other lines to the left, just next to the column line marker. This 
indicates the ancient scribe intentionally distinguished the text passage “diš-me-dda-gan den.lil2.
da a2 an.gal” as one entity, even as it was spread over two separated lines. For O.4786 and 
the other copies of  the same inscription this partition has each time been validated in the 
transliteration, in consequence, they present a different number of  lines in comparison with 
the standard composition inscription.
Line 8: kaskal.(ta) = military service or forced labour.
Lines 13-15: on the “bad3.ba … mu.bi.im” formula see klein 2010, p. 181. Where it is 
translated as ‘Of  that wall—“….” is its name’.
12. O.4996
Period: 1st Dynasty of  Isin, ca. 2017–1793 BC – Išme-Dagān, ca. 1955–1937 BC.
Provenance: Isin (temenos wall of  Gula temple).
Measurements: 49 x 50 x 141 mm.
Type: Average nail, blunt tip, without head, slightly convex, inscription covers only a part of  the 
surface, organised in two columns.
Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, in general the signs are sharp and legible, although the fitting 
of  the signs is sloppy.
Publication: frayne 1990, p. 31-32 (RIME 4.1.4.5).
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Cone 12. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.4996
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Column 1
1. diš-me-dda-gan Išme-Dagān,
2. nita kal.ga the mighty man,
3. lugal i.si.in/ki.na the king of  Isin,
4. lugal an ub.da / limmu2.ba.ke4 and the king of  the four world quarters,
5. u4 en.lil2
ki when Nippur,
6. iri ki.ag2 / 
den.lil2.la2 the beloved city of  Enlil
7. gu2.bi / mu.un.du8 (from) its tribute he cancelled
Column 2
8. erin2.bi kaskal.ta and its men from military service
/ ba.ra.an.zi.ga.a he relieved.
9. bad3 gal/i3.si.in
ki.na The great wall of  Isin.
10. mu.un.du3 he built.
11. bad3.ba This wall:
12. diš-me-dda-gan / den.lil2.da “Išme-Dagan through Enlil
/ a2 an.gal has achieved great power”,
13. mu.bi.im is its name.
Comments: see O.4786.
13. O.4997
Period:  1st Dynasty of  Isin, ca. 2017–1793 BC – Išme-Dagān, ca. 1955–1937 BC.
Provenance: Isin (temenos wall of  Gula temple).
Measurements: 52 x 47 x 137 mm.
Type: Average nail, blunt tip, without head, inscription covers only a part of  the surface, organised 
in two columns. Two imprints of  fingers at the head.
Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, small damages to the head and tip, in general the signs are 
sharp and legible.
Publication: frayne 1990, p. 31-32 (RIME 4.1.4.5).
Column 1
1. diš-me-dda-gan Išme-Dagān,
2. nita kal.ga the mighty man,
3. lugal i.si.in/ki.na the king of  Isin,
4. lugal an ub.da / limmu2.ba.ke4 and the king of  the four world quarters,
5. u4 en.lil2
ki when Nippur,
6. iri ki.ag2 / 
den.lil2.la2 the beloved city of  Enlil
7. gu2.bi / mu.un.du8 (from) its tribute he cancelled
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Cone 13. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.4997
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Cone 14. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.4998
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Column 2
8. erin2.bi kaskal.ta and its men from military service
9. ba.ra.an.zi.ga.a he relieved.
10. bad3 gal The great wall
11. i3.si.in
ki.na of  Isin
12. mu.un.du3 he built.
13. bad3.ba This wall:
14. diš-me-dda-gan / den.lil2.da “Išme-Dagan through Enlil
 / a2 an.gal has achieved great power”,
15. mu.bi.im is its name.
Comments: see O.4786.
14. O.4998
Period:  1st Dynasty of  Isin, ca. 2017–1793 BC – Išme-Dagān, ca. 1955–1937 BC.
Provenance: Isin (temenos wall of  Gula temple).
Measurements: 51 x 51 x 131 mm.
Type: Average nail, blunt tip, without head, inscription covers only a part of  the surface, organised 
in two columns.
Condition: Intact, sound integrity, in general the signs are sharp and legible.
Publication: frayne 1990, p. 31-32 (RIME 4.1.4.5).
Column 1
1. diš-me-dda-gan Išme-Dagān,
2. nita kal.ga the mighty man,
3. lugal i.si.in/ki.na the king of  Isin,
4. lugal an ub.da / limmu2.ba.ke4 and the king of  the four world quarters,
5. u4 en.lil2
ki when Nippur,
6. iri ki.ag2 / 
den.lil2.la2 the beloved city of  Enlil
7. gu2.bi / mu.un.du8 (from) its tribute he cancelled
Column 2
8. erin2.bi kaskal.ta and its men from military service
/ ba.ra.an.zi.ga.a he relieved.
9. bad3 gal / i3.si.in
ki.na The great wall of  Isin
10. mu.un.du3 he built.
11. bad3.ba This wall:
12.diš-me-dda-gan / den.lil2.da “Išme-Dagan through Enlil
13. a2 an.gal has achieved great power”,
14. mu.bi.im is its name.
Comments: see O.4786.
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Cone 15. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.4999
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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15. O.4999
Period:  1st Dynasty of  Isin, ca. 2017–1793 BC – Išme-Dagān, ca. 1955–1937 BC.
Provenance: Isin (temenos wall of  Gula temple).
Measurements: 49 x 50 x 123 mm.
Type: Average nail, blunt tip, without head, inscription covers only a part of  the surface, organised 
in two columns.
Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, some zones are affected by weathering which makes it more 
difficult to read some signs, an encrusted calcium layer remains over some signs.
Publication: frayne 1990, p. 31-32 (RIME 4.1.4.5).
Column 1
1. diš-me-dda-gan Išme-Dagān,
2. nita kal.ga the mighty man,
3. ˹lugal˺ i.si.in/ki.na the king of  Isin,
4. ˹lugal˺ an ub.da / limmu2.ba.ke4 and the king of  the four world quarters,
5. u4 en.lil2
ki when Nippur,
6. iri ki.ag2 / 
den.lil2.la2 the beloved city of  Enlil
7. gu2.bi / mu.un.du8 (from) its tribute he cancelled
Column 2
8. erin2.bi kaskal.ta and its men from military service
/ ba.ra.an.zi.ga.a he relieved.
9. bad3 gal / i3.si.in
ki.na The great wall of  Isin
10. mu.un.du3 he built.
11. bad3.ba This wall:
12. diš-me-dda-gan / den.lil2.da “Išme-Dagan through Enlil
 / a2 an.gal has achieved great power”,
13. mu.bi.im is its name.
Comments: see O.4786.
lipit-eŠtar of iSin
Lipit-Eštar is the successor of  Išme-Dagān (see above) and fifth king of  the 
1st Dynasty of  Isin. This type of  cone, and its inscription is well known and very recognisable 
in shape and appearance. Most of  them are unprovenanced, but five of  these clay cones were 
found during the excavations of  the Munich university at the city of  Isin53. The inscription 
53  edzard & wilcke 1977, p. 87; walker & wilcke 1981, p. 93; wilcke 1987, p. 114.
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itself  is written in Akkadian, a quite exceptional choice for this type of  royal inscription at 
that time. The main act in the text is the gift by Lipit-Eštar of  two pot stands for the gods 
Enlil and Ninlil, to be positioned at the entrance of  the gates of  the palace of  Isin. As the 
ones excavated in Isin came from a palace gate, O.0690 most probably was once placed in 
the walls of  that gate as well54.
16. O.0690
Period:  1st Dynasty of  Isin, ca. 2017–1793 BC – Lipit-Eštar, ca. 1936–1926 BC.
Provenance: Isin (gate of  the palace).
Measurements: 56 x 57 x 117mm.
Type: Short thick nail, blunt tip, without head, inscription in two columns covering most of  the 
surface.
Condition: Almost intact, sound integrity, one side is slightly eroded, in general the signs are sharp and 
legible.
Publication: GuBel & oVerlaet 2007, p. 84, n° 74; frayne 1990, p. 49-51 (RIME 4.1.5.3).
Column 1
1. dli-pi2-it-eš4-tar2    Lipit-Eštar,
2. re-i-um     the humble shepherd
3. pa-li-ih     “
4. en.lil2
ki     of  Nippur,
5. i-ka-ru-um    the true farmer
6. ki-nu-um     “
7. ša uri5
ki-im    of  Ur,
8. la mu-pa-ar-ki-um   the unending (caretaker)
9. a-na eriduki    for Eridu,
10. EN-um    the EN-priest
11. si2-ma-at    suitable
12. unuki     for Uruk,
13. šar i3-si-in
ki    the king of  Isin,
14. šar ma-at    the king of  the land of  
15. šu-me-ri-im    Sumer
16. u3 a-ka3-di3-im    and Akkad,
17. bi2-bi2-il    the gift
18. li-i-ba eš4-tar2    by the heart of  Eštar
19. a-na-ku     am I;
20. ka3-ni-in    a pair of  pot stands,
21. bi2-bi2-il    a gift
22. i-di3 
den.lil2 /    for the arms of  Enlil
(23.) u3 
dnin.lil2-ti-im    and Ninlil,
54  pederSén 1991-1992, p. 15.
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Cone 16. – Color representation and automated drawing of  O.0690
(© KMKG-MRAH & PLD system).
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Column 2
24. i-na i3-si-in
ki in Isin,
25. a-al šar-ru-ti-ia the city of  my kingship,
26. i-na ba-ab e2.gal-im at the gate of  the palace;
27. dli-pi2-it-eš4-tar2 Lipit-Eštar
28. ma-ru den.lil2 son of  Enlil
29. a-na-ku am I;
30. i-nu-mi when
31. ki-i-ta-am justice
32. i-na ma-at in the lands
33.šu-me-ri-im Sumer
34. u3 a-ka3-di3-im and Akkad
35. aš-ku-nu-ni I set;
36. e-pu-uš I made.
Comments:
Line 7: uri5 = ŠEŠ.AB.
Line 9: eriduki comes from (uru)NUNki.
Line 17-18: the Sumerian equivalent of  the Akkadian bi2-bi2-iI li-i-ba is ša3.ge DU(de6/tum2).a, 
see for ex. frayne 1990, p. 47-48 (RIME 4.1.5.1: 12), for which Frayne translates the 
passage as a composite and 1:1 for both the Sumerian and Akkadian as “favourite of  the 
goddess Inanna/Eštar”. Literally ša3.ge DU(de6/tum2).a could be “taken by the heart” 
and bi2-bi2-iI li-i-ba “gift by the heart”.
Line 22: i-di = arm, side; but also strength.
Line 22-23: Although all other lines in column 1 have a horizontal division line; 22 and 23 
have not.
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